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ABSTRACT

The realization of quantitative, noninvasive sensors for ambient magnetic imaging with high spatial and magnetic field resolution remains a
major challenge. To address this, we have developed a relatively simple process to fabricate semi-encapsulated graphene/hBN Hall sensors
assembled by dry transfer onto pre-patterned gold contacts. 1 lm-sized Hall cross sensors at a drive current of 0.5 lA exhibit excellent room
temperature sensitivity, SI� 700V/AT, and good minimum detectable fields, Bmin¼ 0.54G/Hz0.5 at a measurement frequency of 1 kHz, with
considerable scope for further optimization of these parameters. We illustrate their application in an imaging study of labyrinth magnetic
domains in a ferrimagnetic yttrium iron garnet film.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0097936

There is a growing demand for ambient magnetic imaging tools
with higher spatial resolution and lower minimum detectable fields,
driven by, for example, rapid increases in the density of magnetic data
storage media as well as applications for susceptometry in nondestruc-
tive evaluation (NDE). A typical requirement might be to image
domain walls in a ferromagnetic thin film, which needs a spatial reso-
lution of a few tens of nanometers and a field resolution of several tens
of milliTeslas. The imaging technique of choice in the data storage
industry remains magnetic force microscopy (MFM),1,2 which is capa-
ble of high spatial (�10–50nm) and temporal resolutions and reason-
able minimum detectable fields of Bmin� 200 nT/Hz0.5 in ac imaging
modes. However, the ferromagnetic MFM tip is invasive and its
micromagnetic state is rarely known with any confidence, making the
extraction of quantitative information challenging. Several other ambi-
ent scanning probe techniques have been developed in recent years to
address these issues, including scanning magnetoresistive (SMR) sen-
sors,3 scanning Hall probe microscopy (SHPM),4,5 and diamond nitro-
gen vacancy (NV) microscopy.6 SMR imaging using commercial hard
drive tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) read heads has achieved
�50nm spatial resolution and typical minimum detectable fields,
Bmin� 10 nT/Hz0.5 while Bi-based scanning Hall probes have demon-
strated �50nm spatial resolution and Bmin� 80 lT/Hz0.5. Recent
developments in NV imaging look very promising and combine high

spatial resolution (�15–25nm) with excellent minimum detectable
fields (Bmin� 100 nT/Hz0.5), albeit with relatively low temporal resolu-
tion. However, these systems are complex, combining optical spectros-
copy, microwave excitation, and scanning probe techniques, and
variable temperature setups seem unlikely to become turnkey products
in the near future. In contrast, SHPM systems are much more compact
and relatively straightforward to use; they are also virtually noninvasive
and generate quantitative maps of the out-of-plane component of
magnetic induction at a sample surface, allowing their ready adoption
in a wide range of applications.7

The spatial resolution of state-of-the-art SHPM now quite closely
rivals MFM, and functional 50 nm semimetal Bi Hall probes have
been demonstrated, patterned with a Gaþ focused ion beam in a poly-
crystalline thin film.8 However, such sensors exhibit an inevitable reso-
lution trade-off and the minimum detectable field normally scales
inversely with sensor size. The fundamental limit on scanning Hall
sensors at measurement frequencies above the 1/f noise corner is set
by Johnson noise arising in the voltage leads. In this limit, the mini-
mum detectable field is given by
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where IH is the drive current, n2D is the two-dimensional carrier con-
centration, l is the carrier mobility, l(w) is the length (width) of the
Hall voltage contacts, and Df is the measurement bandwidth. Hence,
for a given lead aspect ratio and Hall current, optimizing the mini-
mum detectable field requires minimizing the carrier concentration
and maximizing the carrier mobility. Probes based on GaAs/
AlxGa1�xAs heterostructures remain the material of choice for low
temperature imaging but suffer from the undesirable degradation of
their carrier mobility at room temperature.9 This problem is less pro-
nounced in narrow gap semiconductors, and very good 300K figures-
of-merit have been reported for a 0.5lm Hall cross device fabricated
in a 320nm thick InSb film, albeit with little scope for further reduc-
tion in size.10 Moreover, high-quality epitaxial growth of InSb-based
probes is challenging and active layers are typically buried �50nm
below the epilayer surface setting a fundamental lower bound on the
spatial resolution.

In contrast, the very low, tunable carrier density of graphene and
its unique band structure that gives rise to extremely high room tem-
perature mobilities make it an ideal material for nanoscale Hall sen-
sors.7 In addition, graphene is atomically thin, allowing the active
sensor to be positioned extremely close to the sample surface for map-
ping with very high spatial resolution. Hall probes fabricated from
exfoliated graphene,11 graphene grown on SiC,12 and chemical vapor
deposited (CVD) graphene13–17 have been extensively studied in the
last decade, and nanoscale CVD graphene sensors based on the inter-
section of 85 nm wires with Bmin� 0.59G/Hz0.5 were recently
reported.18 The carrier mobility of these devices was mainly limited by
scattering from charge centers in the adjacent SiO2 substrate layer, and
it has been demonstrated that the suspension of graphene above the
surface19 or the two-sided encapsulation with layers of hexagonal
boron nitride (hBN)20 can dramatically enhance the mobility with val-
ues as high as 10 m2/V s demonstrated in encapsulated devices at
room temperature. Encapsulation of micrometer-sized Hall sensors
has also been shown to substantially reduce extrinsic doping effects,21

and 300K minimum detectable fields as low as Bmin¼ 7 mG/Hz0.5

have been demonstrated for a 1lm Hall cross at a measurement fre-
quency of 1 kHz.22 However, the fabrication of fully encapsulated sen-
sors on a platform suitable for scanning probe microscopy is
challenging, requiring a large number of complex process steps includ-
ing the formation of “edge” contacts to etched graphene as well as the
integration of a secondary height sensor. Although magnetic imaging
with sensors based on patterned bare CVD graphene has been demon-
strated by Sonusen et al.,17 there have been no reports of this with
encapsulated graphene Hall sensors. Here, we report the development
of a relatively simple process to fabricate semi-encapsulated graphene
Hall sensors built by dry transfer onto pre-patterned gold contacts.
We demonstrate 1lm-sized Hall cross sensors with excellent room
temperature sensitivity [SI¼VH/(IH�B)� 700V/AT] and good mini-
mum detectable fields (Bmin¼ 0.54G/Hz0.5) and illustrate their appli-
cation in an imaging study of labyrinth magnetic domains in a
ferrimagnetic yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film.

Our Hall devices were assembled in an ambient environment on
pre-patterned Si/SiO2 substrates by the dry transfer of exfoliated flakes
of graphene and hBN. The starting chips contained sets of four outer
contacts and an integrated scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tip
connected to large bond pads, patterned in a Cr(5 nm)/Au(200nm)
metalization layer by direct laser write lithography in optical

photoresist and liftoff. A set of four Cr(5nm)/Au(150nm) inner con-
tacts were subsequently patterned at the location of the active sensor
by electron beam lithography (EBL) of thick Copolymer/PMMA
bilayer resist and liftoff. These comprised two long and narrow (1lm)
pads for the drive current and two large area (6� 19 lm2) voltage
pads to maximize the contact area for stable van der Waals bonding
and minimize the series resistance and reduce the Johnson noise into
the preamplifier. There was a 4lm gap between the ends of both
the current and voltage leads, which was subsequently bridged by a
graphene/hBN bilayer flake that was transferred on top.

The active sensor layers were assembled using the “hot pickup”
technique developed by Pizzocchero et al.,23 whereby a polymer
“stamp” comprising a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block coated
with polypropylene carbonate (PPC) is employed to pick up a flake of
hBN, which is then used to manipulate a graphene flake that has been
exfoliated onto an Si/SiO2 substrate. Figures 1(a)–1(h) show details of
a device at each stage of this process. Figure 1(a) illustrates the gra-
phene layer after exfoliation with Nitto tape onto Si/SiO2, while Fig.
1(b) shows an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the edge of
the flake indicated by the black square in Fig. 1(a). A topographic line
scan along the direction of the dashed black line is reproduced in Fig.
1(c), and the measured step height of 0.9 6 0.05 nm is consistent with
a monolayer graphene flake on SiO2.

24 This assignment has been con-
firmed by performing Raman spectroscopy on the graphene flake
through the hBN encapsulation layer at an excitation wavelength of
532 nm and a laser power of 250lW [Fig. 1(d)]. The very narrow 2D
peak at 2685 cm�1 whose intensity is about 2.5� higher than the G
peak at 1590 cm�1 is an established signature of monolayer flakes.25

Figure 1(e) shows an optical image captured through the polymer
stamp after hot pickup of the graphene with the hBN flake. Figure 1(f)
shows the device after dropping the graphene/hBN bilayer onto the
pre-patterned Au contacts with the delaminated PPC film on top, and
Fig. 1(g) shows the same after removal of PPC in chloroform. Finally,
Fig. 1(h) shows the completed device after definition of the Hall cross
geometry by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching narrow 1lm
wide trenches through a PMMA mask patterned by EBL using a SF6/
Ar gas mixture.

An expanded view of a completed Hall sensor is shown in Fig.
2(a) where the Hall current/voltage leads and STM tip have been
labeled. The EBL design for the Hall cross was based on the intersec-
tion of two 1.0lmwide graphene leads. In practice, we patterned eight
sensors on a single 1 cm square Si/SiO2 substrate, which had been sec-
tioned up with deep (1.4lm) ICP-etched trenches that were scored
with a diamond scriber prior to contact deposition. This allowed the
substrate to be readily cleaved into individual chips as the final step of
the process. Figure 2(b) shows one such chip after dicing, which has
been mounted on the 10 � 10mm2 sample puck of a commercial
NanoMagnetics Instruments Ltd low temperature scanning Hall probe
microscope and bonded with 25lm diameter gold wires. The inset to
Fig. 2(b) illustrates the entire packaged device.

The packaged Hall sensor shown in Fig. 2 was screwed onto the
end of the piezoelectric scanner tube of a NanoMagnetics Instruments
Ltd low temperature SHPM equipped with a spring pin assembly for
contacting the four Hall sensor leads and the STM tip. The two termi-
nal lead resistances measured in air between pairs of Hall voltage and
current contacts were 21.3 and 21.5 kX, respectively. The Hall coeffi-
cient of the sensor was characterized at a current of 0.5 lA using a
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calibrated bulk NdFeB magnet. The measured value of RH¼ 0.070
6 0.004 X/G corresponds to a residual carrier concentration of 5.9
6 0.3 � 1011 cm�2, yielding a lower bound for the carrier mobility in
graphene of 375 cm2/V s. Assuming that the thickness of our graphene
monolayer is half the c-axis height of the unit cell of graphite

(0.335 nm), this corresponds to an effective 3D Hall coefficient of�2.4
� 10�7 m3/C. In practice, we believe the two-lead resistances to be
dominated by contact resistances at the graphene–gold contact inter-
face and the true value of the mobility is expected to be considerably
larger.

A ferrimagnetic yttrium iron garnet film with out-of-plane
magnetic anisotropy was mounted on the sample puck of the inertial
stick/slip approach mechanism, which hangs beneath the Hall sensor.
The YIG film thickness was measured by reflectometry to be 9.20
6 0.05lm and had been coated with a 70nm conducting Au film to
enable the STM feedback loop. The integrated STM tip metalization at
the very edge of the chip lies about 40lm away from the active Hall
sensor and must be the first point to come into contact with the sur-
face of the sample upon approach. The sample puck has three adjust-
able springs, which allow one to precisely set a tilt angle of� 0.5�

between the Hall probe and sample surface such that this condition is
satisfied. The entire microscope head was placed in a vibration-
isolated cryostat equipped with an electromagnet capable of providing
in-plane fields up to 6750 Oe. Prior to imaging measurements,
the sample space was pumped hard for two days (base pressure� 1.4
� 10�6 mbar) to remove water or any other volatile contaminants on
the active sensor surface and then back-filled with an atmosphere of
high purity He gas. Figure 3 shows the frequency-dependence of the
Hall voltage noise in the range of 0–1000Hz at various drive currents,
measured with an ultra-low noise preamplifier feeding a commercial
spectrum analyzer. Above a drive current of 0.5 lA, an abrupt increase
in the low frequency noise is observed, with the 1/f noise corner shift-
ing rapidly to higher frequencies at larger currents. At high frequen-
cies, the noise level approaches a floor of 23 nV/Hz0.5, in reasonable
agreement with an estimate of the Johnson noise level based on the
two-terminal resistances (19 nV/Hz0.5). The inset to Fig. 3 plots the
noise voltage measured at 100Hz vs the drive current. The observed
linear behavior at high currents is in very good agreement with a con-
ductivity fluctuation model proposed by Vandamme and de Kuijper26

FIG. 2. (a) Expanded view of the active area of the completed Hall sensor. The Hall
current (IHþ/IH�) and Hall voltage (VHþ/VH�) leads and the STM tip (Itip) have been
indicated. (b) Optical image of the diced and wire bonded sensor chip. The inset
shows the chip mounted on the 10 � 10mm2 package of the NanoMagnetics
Instruments Ltd SHPM.

FIG. 1. (a) Optical image of the monolayer graphene layer after exfoliation onto a Si/SiO2 substrate. (b) AFM image captured at the edge of the graphene flake in the region
shown by the black square in (a). (c) Topographic linescan along the indicated white dashed line in (b). (d) Raman spectrum of the monolayer graphene flake captured through
the hBN encapsulation layer. (e) Optical image captured through the polymer stamp after hot pickup of graphene with the hBN flake. The white dashed line indicates the foot-
print of the underlying graphene flake. (f) Optical image of the Hall sensor device after the graphene/hBN bilayer has been dropped onto the pre-patterned Au contacts with the
delaminated PPC layer on top and (g) after removal of the PPC in chloroform. (h) Completed device after ICP etching of trenches to define the Hall cross geometry sensor.
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and discussed in detail for graphene Hall sensors in Ref. 18. In the
Johnson noise limit at frequencies well above the 1/f noise corner with
a 0.5 lA drive current, we estimate the minimum detectable field from
Eq. (1) to be�0.54G/Hz0.5.

The sample was approached toward the Hall sensor until a tunnel
current of 0.2 nA was established at the STM tip within a feedback
loop. The sample was then retracted about a hundred nanometers out
of tunnel contact, allowing very rapid Hall probe scans of the local
magnetic induction to be captured without height control and greatly
reducing the risk of sensor damage due to a “head crash.” The YIG
sample exhibits labyrinth-like magnetic domains with a characteristic
periodicity of�14 lm, composed of stripes with up or down magneti-
zation as shown in the polar magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE)
image of Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows a single 128 � 128 pixel SHPM
image of the domain structure captured at 300K in zero applied field.
A dc Hall current of 0.5 lA and a measurement bandwidth for the
Hall voltage of 0.1 kHz were used, and each image was scanned at the
fastest speed allowed by our microscope (�240 s/image). Although the
single scan images are perfectly acceptable, the low frequency noise
can be effectively suppressed by averaging several successive images as
illustrated by the much higher quality image of Fig. 4(c) achieved after
averaging 16 frames. The apparent weak variation in resolution
between the top and bottom of images is a result of the small tilt angle
that has been set between the sample surface and scanner plane. As a
consequence, the sample-sensor spacing is slightly larger at the bottom
of the image than at the top, leading to a weak gradient in spatial reso-
lution. In the second experiment, successive domain images [Figs.
4(d)–4(g)] were captured as the in-plane field [parallel to the arrow in
Fig. 4(d)] was increased from zero to 715Oe and back to zero again.
Although the YIG film exhibits out-of-plane anisotropy with nearly all
moments perpendicular to this in-plane field, rotated moments at the
center of Bloch walls do still couple, leading to persistent changes in
the magnetic domain topology [cf., Figs. 4(d) and 4(g), which are both
at H¼ 0].

There remains considerable scope for improving the figures-of-
merit of these sensors still further. The estimated minimum detectable

field of �0.54G/Hz0.5 in our 1lm device at 300K is in reasonable
agreement with the results for similar sized unencapsulated CVD gra-
phene sensors in Ref. 18, which had been tuned with a back gate to
much lower carrier concentrations. It is well established that the car-
rier mobility in graphene shows a quite strong inverse dependence on
the carrier density,27 and the optimum minimum detectable fields are
obtained just either side of the charge neutrality point (CNP).18 We
estimate that Bmin could be lowered by at least a factor of 2 if the car-
rier density was reduced toward the CNP, e.g., by using the conducting
nþ-Si substrate as a back gate. Changes could also be made to the fab-
rication process to reduce extrinsic sources of disorder. The contact
resistance is known to be a strong function of the contact metal and its
morphology, and alternative contact metals (e.g., nickel) and different
physical deposition methods (e.g., evaporation and sputtering) should
be explored to minimize these.28 The hot pickup transfer system could
also be moved to an inert glovebox environment to prevent the con-
tamination of devices with water and other volatile species during
assembly.

The current 1lm size of Hall probes could still be greatly
reduced to improve the achievable spatial resolution. Since the hBN
encapsulation layer is only �20 nm thick, it should be possible to use
EBL and ICP etching to pattern Hall crosses based on �50nm wire-
widths, providing that devices are carefully annealed to remove
mechanical strain in the graphene/hBN bilayer after transfer. An
elegant solution would be to pattern the Hall cross in the exfoliated
graphene layer before hot pickup with the hBN flake so that no further

FIG. 3. Hall voltage noise per root bandwidth as a function of frequency for a range
of different drive currents. The inset shows the noise per root bandwidth at a fre-
quency of 100 Hz plotted against the sensor drive current.

FIG. 4. Polar magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE) image of the ferrimagnetic YIG
film showing the characteristic labyrinth magnetic domain structure (scale marker is
50lm). (b) Single 128 � 128 pixel room temperature SHPM image of the domain
structure captured at H¼ 0, IH ¼ 0.5 lA, and a measurement bandwidth Df
¼ 0.1 kHz. The image was scanned at approximately one line every 2 s. (c) Higher
quality image achieved after averaging 16 consecutive frames. (d)–(g) Domain
images captured after the in-plane field [parallel to the arrow in (d)] was increased
from zero to 715 Oe and back to zero again. All four images have been constructed
with the same color scale indicated by the colorbar on the right hand side.
Comparison of (d) and (g), which are both at H¼ 0, reveals persistent changes in
the magnetic domain topology.
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processing would be required after transfer onto the pre-patterned
contacts. This approach would also allow the flakes to be suspended
above the substrate on thick inner contact pads, substantially eliminat-
ing scattering from charge centers in the SiO2 layer below, increasing
the carrier mobility and reducing the Johnson noise. Alternatively the
contacts could be pre-patterned in a thick hBN flake that is transferred
immediately after definition of the outer contacts. This would allow a
fully encapsulated sensor to be realized, which should lead to a dra-
matic increase in the carrier mobility and a reduction in the minimum
detectable field closer to the value of 7 mG/Hz0.5 reported in Ref. 22.
Finally, our Hall probe design could easily be incorporated into a “plug
and play” sensor option for most commercial atomic force micro-
scopes, making it very easy for new users to adopt the technology.

In conclusion, we report the development of a relatively simple
process to fabricate semi-encapsulated graphene Hall sensors built by
dry transfer onto pre-patterned gold contacts. We have characterized
1lm-sized Hall cross sensors of this type, which exhibit excellent
room temperature sensitivity (SI� 700V/AT) and good minimum
detectable fields (Bmin¼ 0.54G/Hz0.5). We illustrate the application of
these sensors in an SHPM imaging study of labyrinth magnetic
domains in a ferrimagnetic yttrium iron garnet film. There is consider-
able scope for improving the figures-of-merit of our sensors, and vari-
ous possible future developments are discussed.

See the supplementary material for a schematic diagram that
details the steps used to assemble the heterostructure Hall sensor along
with side views of the layers making up the device.
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